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The anatomy of information – Information formula

In my previous slide, I introduced the overarching anatomy of information. I showed that using a
search engine revealed over 7 billion results as to what information means. I will save you the trouble
of trying to unravel this enigma by revealing a formula which if not adhered to, then there is every
likelihood that no place for anything will be ever be found and nothing will ever be put in its correct
place.

Assuming that anyone had an issue with Sir Isaac Newton’s formula F = m*a, then rocket science or
even aeronautical design would never get off the ground, or Albert Einstein’s formula e = mc2, then no
government would spend billions building weapons of mass destruction or cyclotrons trying to create a
particle that that would only exist for a millionth of a nanosecond.

Hence it is my hypothesis that information too has a formula and with it a place can be found for
everything and everything would be in its place.

So without any fanfare I present to you my formula for information:

Or putting this in words, Information is equal to the infinite sum of sets of objects/things for all
objectives (O) Plus knowledge classes (K) Plus policies (Po) Plus facts (F) Plus processes (Pr). The
letter ‘n’ represents the number of each object from 1 to infinity.

Warning:
Information is too implicit. The infinity sign reveals this almost at once. Why is this so hard to grasp?
After all most people do not question the fact that energy depends upon the speed of light squared ie 9
times 10 to the power 16, a very big number

But let me give you some examples of the types of objects or things that make up information:

• Objectives – mission, purpose, aim (what is needed and why)
• Knowledge – customer, order, invoice (who needs what & where etc)
• Policies – strategy, tactic (how things are done and when)
• Facts – date of birth, account balance (what belongs to what)
• Processes – operating instructions (when & how to carry out instructions)

No systems analyst would begin to tackle the first 3. A business analyst or enterprise architect may try
to tackle 1 and 3 but very few succeed. A solutions architect may be able to tackle 4 & 5 and have a
small measure of success, but it is only the information architect that can tackle all 5. I challenge
anyone to prove me wrong.

In my next slide I will reveal the full anatomy of the conceptual nature and introduce the alternative to
my hypothesis and show why the alternative falls short.
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